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Overview 

We reviewed four Food Services outlets in March 2016, using the following set of criteria: 

Customer Service: 
• Staff knowledge of menu items 

• Ingredients 
• How food is cooked/prepared  

• Customer interactions 
• How you feel after interaction with staff i.e. where they friendly 

• Positive attitude  
• Response to dietary restrictions 

• Knowledge of ingredients in question 
• Response to the concern & level of confidence felt by customer  

Variety / Menu: 
• General variety and stock 
• Specific variety - preferences/dietary restrictions 
• Seasonal special stock available i.e. Halloween, Christmas, other Holidays/Seasons  
  
Quality: 
• Quality and knowledge of staff making made-to-order items  
• General quality of food 
• Consistency of taste and method of preparation  
• Smell 

• No burning smells 
• No overpowering smells 

• Display and presentation 
• Ensure food is not overcooked, undercooked, raw, off-coloured or burnt  
• Check for visual appearance of presentation 

• Colour, symmetry of presentation, evenness of cooking  
  
Speed of Service: 
• Focus on more ‘’fast food’’ style units 
• Analyze reason for delay i.e. lack of knowledge/training  

  
Value for Money: 
• Were you happy with the serving size? 
• Was the quality up to expectations regarding price? 
• Overall happiness with the meal considering what you paid 
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Cleanliness / Hygiene: 
• Overall cleanliness of the unit (inside cafeteria) 
• Cleanliness of food prep areas and serving stations, staff hygiene 

Procedure 

1. Record how many people are in the line upon arrival 
2. Record how long it took for you get to the front of the line 
3. Is the server wearing a nametag? 
4. During the order, ensure to try to incorporate at least three of the difficult questions 
5. Ensure you ask for an itemized receipt on payment 
6. Record how long it took for you to get your order from the time you placed it 
7. Take a picture of your meal when you get it 

Location Reviews 

Starbucks, Lunch 3 

Starbucks, Dinner 5 

Liquid Assets, Lunch 7 

Brubakers - Teriyaki, Lunch 9 

Brubakers - Booster Juice and Pizza Pizza, Lunch 11 

Brubakers - Wild Olive, Dinner 13 

Tim Hortons, Breakfast 15 

Tim Hortons, Dinner 17 

Tim Hortons, Weekend 19
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Starbucks, Lunch 
General comments: Was given a warning that my drink would take time to make, as the tea needs to be brewed. 
Impressed was how clean it was and how the customer service was! 

�  

Order Time 29 March 2016, 3:10 p.m.

Order Chicken spinach sandwich with youthberry tea and chocolate chip cookie

Location Science Teaching Complex (STC)

Line Wait 3 minutes, 4 people

Order Wait 10 minutes

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Kritika Mehta

Is there added sugar in 
this?

She let me know that there is the iced tea that can be sweetened or unsweetened, or I could also buy 
the lemonade iced tea, which contains sweetened lemonade juice.

Was this made in a 
peanut free area?

I asked if the sandwich was made around in a nut free area, and was left with no answer. She told me 
she would ask someone. The co worker said that our food items, such as the cookies do contain nuts, 
so this may not be completely nut free. I was advised to not take the sandwich if I was allergic.

Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

She provided the receipt.
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Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 9 Really good service! Provided information about anything I asked and told me what was 
inside the sandwich. Also provided the option of warming up my food. 

Variety / Menu 10 Can customize your drinks to whatever you prefer and the menu is full of great sandwiches 
and food items. 

Quality 8 Sandwich was not as warm as expected, but the iced youthberry tea was perfect!

Speed of Service 7 Order took time, as the tea took time to brew. Warming up food also took time due to so 
many orders. Service was average due to how long it takes to make some orders.

Value for Money 7 The value for the drink itself was $4.45 and the sandwich was $6.99. The sandwich could 
have been better in terms of being properly warmed up, but the drink was awesome. She 
took her time to make it and came out as expected! Overall, would not buy the sandwich 
again, as it was really small for $6.99 and not that filling.

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 The lady was restocking straws and cleaning the counters. It was very clean!
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Starbucks, Dinner 
General comments: Food was good, service from one of the servers was good, but when I asked about nutritional 
information I got blank stares and dismissive answers. 

�  

Order Time 28 March 2016, 5:11 p.m.

Order Tall mocha Frappuccino with nonfat milk

Location Science Teaching Complex (STC)

Line Wait 45 seconds, 1 person

Order Wait 1.5 minutes

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Jacob Terry

Is there added sugar in 
this? (then changed to 
“What is the sugar 
content?”)

Tried looking for nutrition information in the back room. Came back about 30 seconds later and said 
they couldn’t find anything. I generally asked about sugar content because I imagine there is 
probably some sugar in a Frappuccino.

Where can I find the 
nutritional information of 
this?

Asked where I could find it after they couldn’t answer my sugar question, the server said “online”. I 
said “where?”. She said “Google.”
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Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

Yes

Do you take Starbucks 
card?

Yes, and typed it into the machine

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 6 Somewhat friendly, the second server and barista were good, but the initial server I asked 
about sugar was not very helpful or positive.

Variety / Menu 8 Variety is pretty good, matches well with other Starbucks locations. Seemed to have most of 
the sandwiches that are normally offered, although other times I've come they are out of 
some of the items shown in the display case.

Quality 10 Tasted good and as I expected. Smelled good, presented well. 

Speed of Service 9 I came at a good time and got served fairly quickly, but historically I know it gets back logged 
with people, especially at 20 and 50 minutes past the hour.

Value for Money 7 Tall items with milk are somewhat pricey at any Starbucks, but generally isn't the most 
expensive for a cold cream based drink.

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Looked good and clean.
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Liquid Assets, Lunch 
General comments: Great service, great food, will revisit often. Went above and beyond to satisfy my needs by not 
putting parmesan on the garlic bread. Soups are always hot and tasty. 

�  

Order Time 9 March 2016, 11:17 a.m.

Order Crab chowder soup with garlic home loaf

Location Hagey Hall (HH)

Line Wait 30 seconds, 1 person

Order Wait 37 seconds

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Joy Zhang

Is there dairy in this? Stated that there was dairy in the soup as it was a creamy base.

Where can I find the 
nutritional information of 
this?

Showed me the website where I can access nutritional info for the grab and go products, and offered 
to show me the soup nutritional info.*  
 
* Note: Our own research showed that the garlic loaf information is not easily available on the site, 
along with some other things we looked for, including some of the dinner we had at the FAB 
meeting.
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Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

Prepared the receipt promptly.

Can you make the garlic 
bread without parmesan?

I arrived ahead of time inquiring about this request, and when I came back later with my full order, 
they had one prepared just for me. 

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 10 Very friendly and helpful, smiling staff, accommodating of my request of no parmesan on 
home loaf.

Variety / Menu 9 Great selection of soups and beverages, however could stock more sandwiches and fruit 
cups.

Quality 10 Food was cooked to perfection, smelled appetizing and packaged well. 

Speed of Service 9 During my visit today, service was very quick, however during lunch hour the line is generally 
very long.

Value for Money 8 Great food and service, but pricey compared to other soup on campus such as Tim Hortons. 
(6.43 after tax compared to 4.85 after tax).

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Space looked clean and presentable.
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Brubakers - Teriyaki, Lunch 
General comments: Service was good considering the volume of people at the location, however not exceptional or 
memorable. Food was alright, but pricey for the quantity.  

�  

Order Time 28 March 2016, 11:30 a.m.

Order #2 with beef

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 2 minutes 27 seconds, 7 people

Order Wait 3 minutes 4 seconds

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Joy Zhang

Is this gluten free? Employee stated that he did not know if the food contained dairy. 

Is there dairy in this? Stated that the food does not contain gluten. 

Where can I find the 
nutrition information for 
this?

Went to inquire with manager about nutritional info, said they did not have it on site and said I could 
check on the website. Did not state website.

Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

Prepared the receipt promptly. 
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Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 8 Somewhat friendly and helpful.

Variety / Menu 10 Large variety of food and beverage options.

Quality 8 Mediocre noodles, somewhat bland flavour (must drown in sauce yourself), good variety of 
vegetables.

Speed of Service 7 Tolerable speed for Teriyaki, however for other places such as Pita Pit extremely long lines.

Value for Money 7 Small portion size for the money, Mikey’s Eatery at the Plaza has similar food, similar price 
point, with much larger sizes, would not buy again.

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Space looked clean and presentable.
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Brubakers - Booster Juice and Pizza Pizza, Lunch 
General comments: Overall the customer service was a bit lacking for Brubakers although Pizza Pizza performed well. 
Everything else met my expectations. 

�  

Order Time 29 March 2016, 10:27 a.m.

Order Ripped berry Booster Juice, pepperoni pizza

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 0 seconds, 0 people

Order Wait 1 minute 37 seconds (Booster Juice), 0 seconds (Pizza Pizza)

Server Wearing Nametag? One wasn’t (Booster Juice)

Reviewer Ann Wang

Is this added sugar in 
this?

All Booster Juices are made with added sugar. The server could not offer me any alternatives or off 
menu items she could make. Did not ask this question at Pizza Pizza.

Was this made in a 
peanut-free area?

The server at Booster Juice very confidently stated that there were no peanuts in the area. The server 
at Pizza Pizza said that there were no peanuts in the product but could not guarantee that the area 
was free from nuts.
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Where can I find the 
nutrition information for 
this?

The server at Booster Juice could not tell me where to find the nutritional information even after I 
asked if I could find it online. The nutritional info for Booster Juice is actually posted to the lower left 
hand side of their menu at this location. The server at Pizza Pizza said the nutritional information 
could be found online but was not specific as to where online.

Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

No issues getting an itemized receipt.

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 7 Woman that served me at Booster Juice was not wearing a nametag but the two other girls 
working there were wearing nametags. She also was not that friendly when answering my 
questions. She did not smile at me. The girl that served me at Pizza Pizza was very friendly 
and was patient even though I kept asking difficult questions. The cashier was not very 
friendly even though I was the only one in line. She had a difficult time understanding my 
request for a receipt and she was a bit rude when asking me to repeat myself even though I 
was very polite to her.

Variety / Menu 6 Smaller menus than their stand alone locations but that is to be expected due to size 
constraints. 

Quality 9 Tastes the same as their other locations.

Speed of Service 10 Extremely quick, most likely due to the fact that I was the only one in line.

Value for Money 7 Not really applicable since I think these prices are set by the franchise. 

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Work area was very clean. There were no odd smells. The counters had been wiped down 
recently.
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Brubakers - Wild Olive, Dinner 
General comments: Overall this place was okay. I probably wouldn’t go back given the other options available in the SLC 
because it does take a bit longer and is quite pricey for what you get.  

�  

Order Time 29 March 2016, 5:24 p.m.

Order Spinach fettuccine with red peppers, mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, sausage

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 3 minutes 24 seconds, 6 people

Order Wait 4 minutes 52 seconds

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Ann Wang

What sauces don’t have 
dairy in them?

My server did not know and had to ask her coworker who recommended me two sauces.

What kind of oil are you 
using?

My server did not know and had to ask her coworker who told me it was vegetable oil. To confirm the 
type, I asked if it was canola. She said, “yeah it’s just regular oil”.

Where can I find the 
nutrition information for 
this?

My server did not know and asked her coworker who asked the manager and after some time, she 
said that there was no nutritional information available as they were not a franchise. 
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Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

No issues getting an itemized receipt.

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 9 The server was very nice and friendly. Everyone there wore their nametags. The person that 
was serving the person in front of me in line was closing her eyes when she was stirring all 
the vegetables in. I’m not sure if oil was getting into her eyes or something. The staff were 
not that knowledgeable (see question responses below).

Variety / Menu 8 Pretty nice variety of options. I was pleasantly surprised to see a gluten free option of pasta 
and that the chicken was halal. 

Quality 7 The quality was as expected. Everything was made to order and the ingredients were fresh.

Speed of Service 8 Decently quick considering they had to cook my food.

Value for Money 6 It’s pretty expensive for what you get. My total came out to be almost $10 for just the pasta. 
That’s more than the Tim Horton’s meal I had reviewed which included a drink and chips. 
Even though everything was made to order, it didn’t taste exceptional enough to warrant the 
higher price. 

Cleanliness / Hygiene 6 There were some issues with cleanliness. The spinach fettucine used for my order had spilled 
out of its container a bit onto the counter. The other pastas were fine. There was some cross 
contamination as a slice of italian sausage got into the sauce container (looked like pesto) 
next to it. There was sauce on the lids of some of the meat containers and oil on the counters.
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Tim Hortons, Breakfast 
General comments: Loved how friendly the Tim Hortons is. Staff supporting each other and helping edit my order and 
telling me new things on how to customize my order for the future.  

�  

Order Time 29 March 2016, 11:02 a.m.

Order Bagel BELT (with cheese replacing bacon) and iced coffee

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 2-3 minutes, 8-10 people

Order Wait 4 minutes

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Kritika Mehta

Is there dairy in this? She let me know that I could get the iced coffee with milk, cream or just coffee and ice. She even 
introduced the option of putting chocolate milk. Knew her information inside out, and provided 
alternatives. 

Where can I find the 
nutrition information for 
this?

She showed me a pamphlet that contained calorie and nutritional information, and also told me to 
check out the website for more detailed information.

Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

She provided the receipt!
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Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 9 The lady let me customize my order by removing bacon and adding in cheese. However, she 
took time in understanding my order and required another lady to help her out.

Variety / Menu 8 So much to order, and the best part is one can customize their order to whatever they prefer.

Quality 7 Good food! Loved how the cheese melted and was toasted perfectly.

Speed of Service 8 Just took some time in understanding my order, otherwise speed of making the food and 
iced coffee was fast!

Value for Money 6 The value for the whole meal was worth it! A filling breakfast, as it contained a lot of veggies, 
egg, and cheese. Iced coffee was worth the money as it was made perfectly and only 2 bucks 
for a medium sized cup. 

Cleanliness / Hygiene 6 There was coffee stains on the counter, where you collect your drinks. Overall, for such a fast 
paced environment it was well maintained.
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Tim Hortons, Dinner 
General comments: Somewhat misguided, but offered best service they could. Someone stole my pulled pork but they 
made another one really fast. 

�  

Order Time 28 March 2016, 5:43 p.m.

Order Pulled pork sandwich

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 1.5 minutes, 3 people

Order Wait 4 minutes

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Jacob Terry

Was this made in a 
peanut-free area?

Couldn’t guarantee anything was produced in a peanut free area (more focused on the ingredients) 
since the facility they receive ingredients from could have peanut products in it.

How much sodium is in 
this?

On-site manager tried looking for nutrition information, but didn’t seem to be able to find anything 
so they found the pulled pork box and noted that there were sodium ingredients but that they were 
lower on the list (which doesn’t necessarily mean much). Also said from personal experience that the 
meats can be saltier by nature but if I was more curious for just less salty tasting food that he didn’t 
find the pulled pork too salty.
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Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

Yes.

Do you take Tim’s card? No.

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 9 Cashier and manager tried their best to help out, came back with somewhat useful 
information. One of the servers replaced my pulled pork sandwich when someone else stole 
it.

Variety / Menu 10 Usually stocked very well, can reliably expect to find everything I’m looking for from a Tim 
Horton’s.

Quality 7 Sandwich was good, the pork could have been a bit better but I still enjoyed it.

Speed of Service 8 This place can get busy but there’s three servers so you usually don’t need to wait long. When 
I got my sandwich it took some time.

Value for Money 9 Only cost $5.90 after taxes and WatCard discount and it was fairly good and somewhat filling 
for that value. Maybe a bit smaller than I expected but I was content.

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Looked very clean. Seemed hygienic.
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Tim Hortons, Weekend 
General comments: This was a really great experience. The staff were so friendly and professional. It was the only place 
that had nutritional information on hand.  

�  

Order Time 19 March 2016, 2:23 p.m.

Order Small green tea (black), pulled pork sandwich and BBQ chips

Location Student Life Centre (SLC)

Line Wait 5 minutes 17 seconds, 7 people

Order Wait 4 minutes 36 seconds

Server Wearing Nametag? Yes

Reviewer Ann Wang

Are there peanuts in this? Could not guarantee anything as there are peanuts in some of their products and could not 
guarantee against cross contamination.

Where can I find the 
nutrition information for 
this?

Server actually handed me brochure with all the nutritional information.

Can I get an itemized 
receipt?

No issues getting receipt.
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Do you take Tims card? No.

Criteria Rating Notes

Customer Service 10 Server was really friendly and wore her nametag. She asked her manager when she was not 
sure about my questions and recommended options to fit my dietary requirements.

Variety / Menu 8 Just about the same variety as you would expect from any Tim’s location.

Quality 6 I had the exact same order a week ago and they had put more pulled pork in the sandwich 
the last time I had it. Some inconsistencies with the sandwich but that may be because this is 
a new menu item.

Speed of Service 8 This was somewhat of a slow day but that was likely due to the March open house.

Value for Money 9 Not really applicable since I think these prices are set by the franchise. 

Cleanliness / Hygiene 10 Work area seemed clean. It was hard to see inside. No out of place smells.
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